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HGOco keeps 
community 
and learning  
at the heart  
of our  
mission.

Our innovative programs and initiatives forge 
meaningful community partnerships to serve 
our diverse and vibrant community. 

Since 2007, the nationally-recognized  
Song of Houston initiative has commissioned 
over 30 new chamber operas and original works 
that resonate with contemporary life in Houston. 

Seeking the Human Spirit is a six-year multi-
disciplinary initiative designed to highlight the 
universal spiritual themes raised in opera and 
to deepen our connections to art. Each season, 
selected operas are explored under one theme 
through special programming that draws on 
collaborative partnerships with numerous 
Houston-area organizations.
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• Amplifies public priorities and community needs 
through HGO’s authentic creative assets.

• Enhances the cultural capital of Houston through 
innovative programs and mutually beneficial 
partnerships.

• Uses themes found in opera and art to engage in 
relevant conversations and foster social unity.

• Maintains an inclusive approach to process and 
programs.

Civic Practice

Top: Workshop for HGO’s 68th world-premiere Marian’s Song 
with Deborah D.E.E.P. Mouton (Librettist), Dennis Whitehead 
Darling (Stage Director), and Damien Sneed (Composer).

Bottom: Mark Thomas and Cecilia Duarte on set of  
Star-Cross’d Episode 1. 



WE BELONG partners with immigrant and refugee 
service organizations to help bridge the generational 
gap within families adapting to their new home.

STAR-CROSS’D is a series of short films sharing 
original Houston stories with the world.

THE COURAGE TO SEARCH partners with  
The Women’s Home and the Institute for Spirituality 
& Health, Texas Medical Center to support women 
in addiction recovery.

CULTIVATING EMPATHY THROUGH MUSIC & 
STORYTELLING nurtures self-awareness and 
social-emotional learning skills with a variety of age 
groups across multiple demographics.

METHODIST HOSPITAL CENTER FOR 

PERFORMING ARTS MEDICINE joins music 
therapists and HGO Teaching Artists to use music 
as an expressive and healing tool.

MY FUTURE allows incarcerated youth to creatively 
imagine their future selves.

VETERANS SONGBOOK PROJECT  
collaborates with military service organizations to 
share veterans’ stories through creative writing, 
song composition, performance, and video. 
Permanently archived at HGO.org/veteransongbook.

SEEKING THE HUMAN SPIRIT INITIATIVE 
is a variety of community partnership programs 
offered each season.

programs



@HouGrandOpera

HGO.ORG/HGOCO
HGOco@hgo.org  |  713-546-0230
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